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INTRODUCTION
There has never been a serious study of any kind
made relative to the schools of Russell County. That,
perhaps, is the main reason for a hodge-podge of rec-
ords because no scholar evidently has had a reason for
collecting them into a treatise that would give a running,
accurate account of what took place here educationally
from the time the county was organized in 1825 to the
present-
This thssis does not attempt to ferret out all the
aspects of Russell's schools from that early date until
now, but concentrates instead on a rather late happen-
ing—consolidation, and the role that newspapers have
played in the movement-
The real beginning—in fact, the first consolidation
—began in Russell County only in 1952- As editor of
The Times Journal at Russell Springs, I feel that I had
a front row seat through it all- In our newspaper, and
the Russell County News at Jamestown, plus a few
scattering articles in surrounding media and The Cour-
ier-Journal, I think the story of consolidation up to now
has been fully told-
It will be my task at this time to sum up, as it
were, what has been done. But I hope to go a little
further than that: to record the frustrations and diffi-
culties encountered and to get-away, so to speak, as
I progress through the chain of events, from the hard
core of facts that is usually the main grist in this type
of writing, and effuse instead a bit of the human ele-
ment—that side, in my estimation, which is so often
overlooked but which is necessarily the ingredient that
changes the course of time and tide • • • and of history.
v

WOODEN BUILDING
(Photo Courtesy Russell County News)
Old Jamestown High School
From whence the writer emerged in 1937 as a graduate-
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SOME HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
When the pioneers who settled in Virginia began
to trek over the mountains into Kentucky, North Caro-
lina and other places they were probably as little con-
cerned about education as anything else; likewise, when
those settlers at Plymouth and Massachusetts Bay in
the east began to branch out in other settlements and
groups their main thoughts, no doubt, were in the realm
of how to make a living, how to protect themselves from
the wilds of the forests and the Indians-
Education to them consisted in "finding out" enough
to be able to read the Scriptures intelligently and well-
Since religion came first and foremost in all endeavors,
especially with those settlers on the east coast, one of
the first edifices that any group that chose to locate
elsewhere caused to be established was a church- And
when the church was built so was the schoolhouse- For
it was only logical that all gatherings be held in the
central meeting place, and classes in religious studies
received their fair share of the central building's use.
There were no transportation problems, that is as
far as getting the pupils to and from "school" because
they walked, just as they walked everywhere else that
they were required to go. They didn't worry about many
things in those days, other than self-survival. There
were no newspapers that begged and pleaded with the
people for better schools, for consolidation of smaller
schools into larger ones, for higher pay to teachers,
and, at the same time, for better qualified teachers-
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The newspapers were not there because they were
not needed- But a day was to come when they would
be needed and felt in the cause for a greater way of
life through education- That day was to emerge in the
not too distant future (as compared with time that the
Pilgrim students read of in their Bible studies) because
the 1600's were to pass into oblivion, and a more modern
age was to descend upon them-
The 1700's saw much progress on the eastern sea-
board- Numerous schools were organized, and a system
of education came into being.
But in Kentucky, and in a remote, completely
forested section to be known years later as Russell
County, a spirit of personal liberty reigned. The Ken-
tuckian's motto in fighting the Indians was "Every man
to his man, and every man to his tree-" This same self-
reliant spirit caused him to push into the wilderness and
erect his cabin far from the protection of the settle-
ments- When the time came to educate his children
he preferred to fight ignorance according to his own
method- He did not realize the need of education for
every citizen in a government by the people, nor the
strength that lay in a group working together for the
same purpose. After a time, however, he came to see
that a community could do more working together than
each working separately; so, district s c h o o l s were
organized1
At different times prior to 1891, the Legislatures
had submitted to the people the right to vote taxes for
the support of public schools- But the new Constitution
of 1891, required the General Assembly to "provide an
IT. C Cherry, Kentucky The Pioneer State of The
West (New York, D. C- Heath & Co., 1923), P. 319.
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efficient system of common schools throughout the
state-" The Legislature, however, did not levy a tax
for the general support of the schools until thirteen
years afterwards, without first submitting it to a vote
of the people. A law passed by the Legislature in 1893,
for the first time, actually required the establishment
of public schools and the levying of local taxes to sup-
port them- This Legislature and that of 1908, changed
a voluntary into a compulsory system of schools and
thus established the true relation of the state to public
education. Prior to 1893, every community decided for
itself by majority vote whether or not a public school
should be established- By an act of the Legislature in
1908 and amended in 1920, the county was made the
school unit, not including the independent city districts,
and the schools were put under the control of a County
Board of Education which is elected by the voters in
the usual way.2
Under the present laws, the State Board of Educa-
tion requires at least one high school for each county,
fixes the salaries and qualifications of the teachers,
decides the kind of school buildings that may be built,
and has control of the state school fund- It prescribes
the course of study and general rules and regulations
for the government of all public schools-3
But it was not until 1933 that a high school in
Russell County became an affiliate of the state-county
program. Until that time, the only two high schools in
the county—located at Russell Springs and Jamestown-
had existed independently with the towns supporting
2Ibid, pp. 319-20-
SReport of Educational Commission For 1921, P. 9
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them. The move to join in the state program was made
at the behest of County Superintendent Addie F- Owens,
who is currently postmaster at Russell Springs-*
The two high schools, in wooden buildings, became
non-independent, yes, but they functioned over the
years in relatively the same manner- On the surface,
no one really could have discerned any difference. Most
students walked to school, with a few who did attend
the high schools from far out in the rural districts riding
horseback or muleback- True, there were lots of cars
back in those days of the 30's, but, as I remember, not
a student drove one to school- At least, I am sure of
that statement relative to Jamestown High School where
I attended-
In 193S, during tha superintendency of John L-
Story, two brick buildings for the high schools at James-
town and Russell Springs were started w i t h 50-50
Progress Works Administration funds- These buildings
were finished in time for occupancy in the 1937-38
school term- 5
The students, however, continued to walk to classes-
Consolidation, moreover, was catching on—all over the
state, like wildfire- Adjoining counties were construct-
ing larger buildings, and transportation to schoolrooms
by bus was becoming very much in vogue-
The people in Russell County though, could net
fathom such an idea even if the newspapers occasional-
ly published an article or so on the desirability—and
feasibility—of such a move.
•^Interview with Addie F. Owens, May 1962-
SMinutes of Russell County Board of Education,
(in the files of the Board, 1937),
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"We could at least have pupil transportation!'^
The Times Journal cried editorially-
But Russell Countians were used to being poor
• •• to doing without - t o taking a back seat- But,
fact of the matter was, they didn't know anything else
to do-
Finally, with all this progress going on around us,
some one suggested a system of transportation on a
private basis- The idea apparently appealed to Super-
intendent John O- Sims-
In 1946, three local men Elza Aaron, Hobert Blair
and Omri Higginbotham entered into a contract with
Superintendent Sims and the Board of Education to
provide the means of transportation- The private citi-
zens agreed to furnish three bus chasses while the
Board was to pay for the bodies- The contract also pro-
vided that Messrs- Aaron, Blair and Higginbotham drive
the busses and carry the pupils to and from the schools
for a weekly charge per pupil with the pupils paying
the biU-7
This arrangement went on haphazardly for several
years- There were two hitches: 1) Many pupils couldn't
pay the weekly charge, and, 2) Soon there were so
many wanting rides that the busses couldn't begin to
take care of them-
It was at this point that the Russell County News,
edited at the time by Buel Gaskin, criticized the Board
and Superintendent S i m s for backwardness in their
6The Times Journal, April 1950-
7Interview, Elza Aaron, Dec- 1961-
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supervision of the transportation needs of the county's
boys and girls-8
John M- Wilson became Superintendent of Schools
in 1950. and by then the matter of consolidation was a
real controversial issue. Durin? Sims' administration,
and even Story's, there had been some talk of bringing
the two high schools together but, for the most part,
the opposition was far in excess.
I have always felt that Russell County was unfor-
tunate in having two towns about the same size. Over
the years, an acute jealousy that sometimes almost
bordered on hate, smouldered in the minds of many
people- Naturally, the two high schools became the
prime places—receptacles actually that received the
worst of jealousy's venom, and this was evidenced most
dramatically on the basketball floor- Here the youth
of Russell County vented their anger and passions on
an imagined enemy that had been implanted in them
by no less a source than their own parents' outspoken
verbage and attitudes at home—attitudes that were in-
grained in them too for no other reason than living
in opposite ends of the county- Therefore, when John
Wilson took office his ideas on consolidation were met
by the strongest forces of disapproval-
He had discovered, however, that Russell County
was eligible for $143,000 in federal aid toward the
construction of a central high school- It was also noted
that an adequate school building would cost $361,000;
so he proposed to the County Fiscal Court a bond issue
of $225,000—$7,000 in excess of the bare figures in
order to take care of unforseen expenses.9 His proposal,
of course, met with howls and ridicule from every sec-
tion of the county-
SRussell County News, February 1949.
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"John Wilson wants to break the county," they
said-
"We wouldn't be able to pay-off that much indebt-
edness in tea lifetimes-"
"The school houses we have now are good enough.
He could take some money and fix these up—maybe
expand them, and build a gymnasium • • • that would
be the thing to do • • • and besides, you'd never be able
to bring Russell Springs and Jamestown together any
way- Why, they'd fight all the time-"
Those v/ere some of the arguments that Wilson en-
countered. But he was adamant, and so were the news-
papers- And here is where the newspapers—The Times
Journal and Russell County News—first began to play
a vital role in the issue-
II
GETTING THE BOND ISSUE
PASSED
It was 1950, and while Supt Wilson worked quietly
behind the scenes the papers gave the front, as well as
editorial pages, everything they had in favor of a con-
solidated high school, at the same time being careful
not to say anything about rural consolidation- That
would come later, the editors hoped.
By August 1951, Wilson, though in disagreement
with th2 couniy judge, managed to get the issue before
the Fiscal Court- There was much breath-holding for
during the long months of editorial and news writing
the newspapers had brought many of the opposing ele-
ments over to their side. The editors felt now that they
had better than a majority of the people on their side,
but thsy didn't know how certain Fiscal Court mem-
bers felt They were aware of great pressures that had
bsen brought to bear on certain members, and they
tread softly while carrying a "big stick" Here I must
quote an editorial in order to show exactly the news-
papers' role, at this point, in Russell County's consoli-
dation movement- The editorial, which editor Andrew
J- Norfleet said was timed for greatest effect, was The
Times Journal's issue of August 16, 1951- Its title was:
WE BELIEVE THE FISCAL COURT WILL ACT
ON THE ISSUE FAVORABLY
"Russell County, right now, has reached a crucial
point in 3n educational crossroads. We are definitely
8
at the place where we must go one way or the other—
forward or backwards-
"We would choose the progressive way which is
always forward, and we believe that is also the choice
of the bulk of Russell County's citizens. • • and its
leaders-
"For a long time now the question of a Central
High School in the county has been one of paramount
significance- It became even more significant several
days ago when the County Superintendent and Board"
of Education were notified that Russell County was
on the Approved list for federal aid in the amount
of $143,000 to go into a fund for the improvement of
our school system-
"This federal money, of course, is intended for
use as soon as possible- It cannot lie dormant Thus,
it has been ear-marked by our educational leaders to
aid in building the sorely needed Central High School.
"The federal government, naturally, helps only
those who help themselves. The $143,000 will not pay
the entire cost of the central school and gymnasium,
but it will pay over one-third of the expense- The
building, according to state specifications and the
architect's design, would cost $361,000, and it would
be a handsome structure, one worthy as a great cen-
tral high school-
"To defray the rest of the cost, plus some extra,
in case the building exceeded the original estimate,
a bond issue of $225,000 must be made- And that is
the big question facing us right now-
"With the Fiscal Court acting as a sort of hold-
ing company for the bond issue, it is left to the mem-
bers to either approve or disapprove the measure- If
they do approve, work on the school could be started
9
by the first of October, a spokesman for the Board
of Education said recently.
"And there are several reasons why we believe
the present Russell County Fiscal Court will exercise
foresight and wisdom by giving approval the very
next time the body meets-
"First reason, perhaps, why we think the court.
will give the proposal a favorable nod is because we
are of the opinion that men who comprise the court
are individuals of intelligence, who believe firmly in
the principles of education and good schools • • • the
kind of leaders who instantly recognize the folly of
standing still, and who are aware that every good
thing they have ever lived for can be preserved only
through posterity, which is the youth, the school boys
and girls of this country-
"The second main reason why we think the Fiscai
Court will grab at this chance to help every man,
woman and child in the county, and at the same time
erect a lasting monument to themselves, is because
when they stamp their approval to the bonds they will
be making it possible for us to secure $225,000 for a
central high school without causing us to be obligated
for higher tax rates-
"The reason: When the agencies figured out this
bond issue they did so by basing it on the present
assessment and tax rate; thus, taxes will not be in-
creased and the school can be had without the neces-
sity of any financial pains whatsoever. In 20, 25 or 30
years, according to the quota payments the Board will
make each year from the present taxcu. the entire
debt can be retired, at which time the Court will form-
ally present a deed to the Board - - - and we, the peo-
ple, will be sole owners of the kind of school that is
10
absolutely a must on the list of all progressive com-
munities-
"Our present high schools are inadequate- They
are too small, and in light of the fact that enrollment?
are increasing enormously every year, shortly they
will be far too small. To try and hold the system in
the future as it is now would surely mean a loss of
our accreditation. That would be disastrous-
"But to reiterate again: The Fiscal Court, in our
opinion, would not allow that to happen, and instead
will overwhelmningly p a s s favorably on the bond
measure at the next meeting. Of course that is what
they should do, for it can be readily seen that Russell
County couldn't very well afford to do otherwise"
That editorial, as stated previously, was designed
to "soften-up" the Fiscal Court members—to prepare
them for a vote that was to come up in a few days-
Though it was a propoganda piece, nevertheless, it was
truthful, to the point, and many of Russell's citizens
informed the Fiscal Court members of that fact-
The Times Journal, issue of August 23, didn't
say very m u c h about the consolidation movement.
Schools were due to open in just a few days, and the
paper was content to paint a rosy picture—propogan-
dizing again, so to speak, preparing the children psy-
chologically for the opening date-
"The return to school by the thousands in this
county, and by the millions over the nation is not con-
sidered by the average school child of 1951 as a return
to drudgery as used to be the case many years ago,"
the editor wrote- "No, children in this mid-century,
for the most part, will regard a return to school as a
glorious, anxiously awaited moment- True, he has en-
joyed his vacation but now with summer nearly at an
11
end. he has more enjoyable things to look forward to
in school than out"
The Russell County N e w s , the county's other
newspaper, located at Jamestown, reminded the people
however, of the proposed building program- The editor
wrote:
"The Russell Springs and Jamestown Graded and
High Schools are set to open in the next few days
with the largest enrollments in history- Everything
points to a successful school year even though condi-
tions are crowded. The school year is calculated to
be successful—for one reason—due to a wave of opti-
mism that is sweeping the county on account of favor-
able talk concerning the building of the new central
high school"
The issues of both papers, August 30. were placed
in the mails with very little in them concerning the
central high school- Those were days of tenseness, and
editors of the newspapers felt that no news at that
time was good news- None, who were pledged to the
movement, would venture any type of criticism at
this point- The vote was scheduled to be held on Tues-
day, September 4.
I'm not sure if it's what was or wasn't written
that paid off- But on September 6, 1951, the most wel-
comed headline since the founding of The Times Jour-
nal in 1949 was published:
CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL ASSURED
AS BOND ISSUE IS ACCEPTED
A sub-head running underneath the main head
was:
12
Balloting Is 3-0, But One
Magistrate Fails To Vote
The story went on:
"One of the most controversial matters in the
history of Russell County's schools was settled last
Tuesday when the Fiscal Court by a vote of 3 to 0,
passed favorable on a $225,000 bond issue which will
make possible a central high school. A central high
school has been the subject of considerable discus-
sion, pro and con, for at least five years, but has
been hottest in the last few months-
" 'It is the greatest news in many a day,' was
the reaction echoed generally by the people since the
report was released Tuesday evening- However, there
still remained a few who were dubious, although they
were strictly in the minority"
The article explained the various technicalities of
the bond issue, and gave the names of all magistrates
and how they voted (or didn't vote as in the case of
one) as follows:
"It was reported that the three magistrates who
voted 'yes' to the measure were: Otha Johnson, Ono;
Cameron Mann, Creelsboro, and Lennie Blakey, Moore's
Schoolhouse- The f o u r t h magistrate, Edd Cook, of
Jamestown, was said to have passed without voting
either way- The County Judge does not vote unless
in case of a tie-"
To illustrate the deep feeling of the people about
the matter, the newspaper quoted a prominent citizen
as saying:
"Those three men, who made possible the success-
ful passage of the bond issue for a central school, did
more in a few minutes for the cause of education in
Russell County than had been done in many years."
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Jubilation and optimism reigned high- The Wolf
Q-_ck Dam, one of the nation's largest earth-filled
dan.s had just been dedicated, but the celebration of
that feat took second place in the minds of numerous
education-minded R u s s e l l Countians in comparison
with elation that they were feeling over favorable re-
action to the bond issue-
Sal to 1 elate, however, but their troubles were far
from ovsr- The guiding light of the central high school
i.ovoment, Superintendent John M- Wilson, and his
followers were in for some rough sledding.
"Unity Will Be One Result of School" was the title
of The Times Journal's lead editorial September 13,
1951- The title and content of the editorial were chos-
en because there had been about everything else in
Russell County but unity during the long, hard years
past. The main reason, as stated previously, was duo
to its being a two-town county, and the old sores that
had festered for so many years were not going to be
healed easily. But the "Unity" editorial, from the
editor's viewpoint, was to be an early dosage directed
toward effecting a cure, although the writer was to
learn very soon that it would require more than edi-
torials to place Russell County in a state of really
good—and cooperative—health.
"When the Fiscal Court voted on September 4.
to accept a bond issue of $225,000 for a central high
school it was a major indication that Russell County
had, at last, decided to throw off the shackles of educa-
tive lethargy, and to march to the front along with
o t h e r progressive counties that h a v e already done
that," the editor wrote-
With unity as his theme song, he banged hard
on laurel-studded notes:
M
"In our opinion those t h r e e magistrates—Mr-
Johnson, Mi- Mann, and Mr- Blakey—should be com-
mended and personally thanked by everyone who is
interested in the young people of this county, and if
they choose to seek re-election to their posts the fact
alone that they stood for the cause of education should
warrant a vote of confidence from their constituents."
There were no praises though, for Mr. Cook, whom
we shall hear more of later- In this editorial he earned
only three and a half lines:
"It is unfortunate that Mr- Cook, the fourth magi-
strate comprising the Fiscal Court, elected to by-pass
the issue and failed to vote either for or against it."
But for certain others the plaudits continued:
"When the laurels are handed out, on account of
this great step in education, the County Superintend-
ent, John M- Wilson, and the County Board of Educa-
tion should not be forgotten, either- It was they, who
months ago, began to study overcrowded conditions
and lack of facilities at Jamestown and Russell Springs
High Schools - • • and it was they who visualized a
great central high school where studente of both
towns and from all over the county would go for their
educations. Supt- Wilson worked for months on the
possibility of getting federal aid for the project. Now,
assurance has been made that the federal government
will help us out with this school building in the sum
of $143,000- We witnessed, on September 4, the Fiscal
Court's acceptance of the $225,000 bond issue which
will be enough to finish out the cost of the building-
The issue has been based on the present rate and
assessment of taxes- Therefore, our taxes will not be
raised. Think of it - - - we're getting this fine school
which will be equipped with modern laboratories, li-
15
brary, large gymnasium and other facilities and we
won't feel an extra financial burden as a result of it!"
In the last paragraph a bit of praise was distribu-
ted in all directions:
"And it can be readily stated that the school
will be a lasting monument to ALL wide-awake, prog-
ress-making citizenry who had anything at all to do
with bringing about its being."
The People's Column of the newspaper was not
without its exponents for progress and praise to the
ones who were making the central high school pos-
sible. Witness these paragraphs from the letter of
William R- Bradshaw, a former Russell Countian, pas-
tor of the Hustonville Baptist Church, in far-off Lin-
coln County:
"The praises of men who implemented the build-
ing of Wolf Creek Dam have been sung to the heavens
—perhaps justly so, but in my opinion those who con-
tributed in any way to the building of an adequate
high school in Russell County will have been much
more, and their song will be sung right on into the
eternities- Wolf Creek Dam may make a few men rich
financially, but Central High School will contribute
toward making men and women rich in knowledge and
character r i g h t on through the years—a monument,
simply- Not only will the high school profit by having
a new and well equipped building, but the grades will
also be enriched as they will have released to them
use the full accommodations of the nice buildings now
being used by both grades and high school. The location
of the high school matters little just as long as it is
accessable to the young people-
"Superintendent Wilson, Board of Education mem-
16
bers, Magistrates—Mr. Blakey, Mr- Johnson, Mr- Mann,
will you please accept my personal thanks to each of
you, and to any others who helped, for what you have
done, for what you are doing and for what you will
continue to do for the wonderful youth of Russell
County- You deserve a standing vote of thanks, and
I now stand to extend mine- I am for you, please be-
lieve me"i
With the people now evidently behind consolida-
tion, the Russell County News and The Times Journal
soared along happily for the next several weeks, re-
porting very little about the project's progress. At
least, everything seemed all right, and so the editors
figured to let well enough alone.
Hopes were riding high when, on November 22,
1951, the Journal greeted its readers v/ith a main head-
line of three columns:
FISCAL COURT WILL GIVE BIDS
ON CENTRAL SCHOOL DEC. 11
Work On Building May Be
Started Before Spring
"Bids for construction of the new central high
school, which is to be located on 35 between Russell
Springs and Jamestown, will be awarded by the Fiscal
Court en December 11," the lead sentence of the article
bogan-
"It was reported that several concerns—some of
them local—were interested in securing the contract
for construction of the large one-story school build-
ing- One source named at least two concerns, other
than local ones, who were interested in building the
structure They were: the contractors for the new
iThe Times Journal, "People's Column. Thursday.
October 4, 1951-
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school building at Greensburg, and the firm that re-
cently completed work on the Pulaski County h i g h
school building. Whoever is the successful bidder must
post in an amount equal to 5% of the estimated cost
of the structure. The Fiscal Court is reported as now
receiving bids . . . "
The story went on to explain technicalities of the
bond issue, the part Fiscal Court had to play as a hold-
ing company and that taxes would not be raised-
In the middle of this article was the first hint
of rural consolidation, which has since been pushed
forward under the administration of S u p t - Othello
Gaskin, but which is somewhat different from the way
Wilson visualized it in November 1951-
The brief reference to rural consolidation stated:
"Pertaining to the rural consolidation for which
extra money has been ear-marked, Supt Wilson point-
ed out that five schools would be needed in the coun-
ty- He said they would be located in the following
sections: Jabez, Webbs X Roads, and Eli, in the upper
end of the county; and at Rowe's X Roads and Union
Chapel in the lower end- The two graded a n d high
school buildings, now being used at Russell Springs
and Jamestown, will remain for grade pupils."
18
I l l
CONFLICTS ARE ENCOUNTERED
Recess of the United States Congress in the fall
of 1951, provided one of the first conflicts in the path
of Russell County's central high school- For members
of the Congress went home without acting on the fed-
eral funds that Russell County was expecting to re-
ceive-1
(It might be well to explain briefly here why fed-
eral funds in the amount of approximately $143,000
were expected- Supt- Wilson can be credited for being
wide awake enough to discover that possibility. He had
read somewhere that when the federal government ac-
quired land for great projects like the Wolf Creek Dam.
thus removing such land from the local tax structure,
then the government was due to reimburse the county
in a lump sum an amount of money that would com-
pensate for taxes lost on account of the land being
removed from the tax rolls- And Supt. Wilson, with
government officials, finally arrived at the $143,000
figure, based on various factors.)
Without the federal money, the Board of Educa-
tion was holding $270,000 in a special fund and mem-
bers felt that, at least, there would be a few bids sub-
mitted low enough to award a contract on the basis
of money that they had- So, advertisements for bids
were inserted in the local newspapers with the stipu-
iMinutes, Russell County Board of Education, (in
the files of the Board, Dec 3, 1951)-
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lation that the bids would be opened on Tuesday, De-
cember 11, and the board reserving the right to reject
any and all bids-2
Rejection was exactly what happened because the
$270,000 was exactly $109,000 short of the lowest base
bid of $379,000 submitted by the J. F- Pace Construc-
tion Company of Marrowbone, Kentucky-
Other bids, according to the Russell County News,
were: Keith Lumber Company, Manchester, $382,019,
and the Robert D- Short Company, Lexington, $385,714.
The term, base bid, meant a lump sum bid for all of
the work, including electrical, heating and plumbings
What to do now? That was the big question on
December 11, 1951, facing Supt Wilson and the Russell
County Board of Education.
A quick huddle of the Fiscal Court, Board of Edu-
cation, the architects and engineers, Meriwether, Marye
and Associates of Lexington, and the three low bidders
resulted in their coming up with six alternate plans
whereby the school might be built in the bounds of
$270,000 that they had on hand- The alternates or omis-
sions were:
1. Omission of drives-
2. Omission of lockers-
3- Omifsion of asphalt tile-
4- Omission of bleachers-
5- Omission of North wing-
6. Omission of South wing-4
Were they going to get into too big a hurry and
compromise for a shell? That was another large ques-
2Russell County News, November 15, 1951-
3 Op. Cit. Dec 13
4 Minutes of Russell Fiscal Court, Monday, Dec- 17-
1951-
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tion that posed itself in the m i n d s of all who had
fought so desperately for the high school.
Neither of the county's newspapers endorsed such
omissions- Instead, t h e y editorialized simultaneously
from both the front and inside pages:
"Wait for the federal funds!"
The meeting adjourned when it was agreed to meet
again on January 8, 1952.
Though the newspapers advised repeatedly on the
worth of net being in too big a hurry relative to the
building and to take it easy, there were others who
were not of that frame of mind- They were impatient.
They had visualized for months—in some cases even
years—on seeing the project started in the spring of
1952- And they weren't going to be defeated if they
could prevent it
"Federal funds might be weeks and months in
materializing • • . make the deletions and re-advertise,"
was the argument
The Russell County News quoted Supt Wilson on
December 20, 1951, as saying:
"I am still very hopeful-''
The superintendent had made that statement after
a conversation with Assistant S t a t e Superintendent
Gordie Young, who had assured him that Russell Coun-
ty should be able to build the school with the $270,000
that they already possessed.
So, it was a foregone conclusion that they were
going to try to cut from the original blueprint a number
of items and compare the bids again-
That v/as done forthwith, and according to the
newspapers, when the comparisons were made the Keith
Lumber Company of Manchester seemed to have the
best of the bidding. The Manchester firm was best with
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the North wing omitted, but further calculation also
revealed that the Short Company, Lexington, was better
if the South wing were left off-
Thus, another question was posed: Omit the North
or South wing?
But this entire procedure set up a howl from the
Marrowbone Company, which had the best base bid in
the first place- Officials of that firm argued that they
had not been let in on all the deleting plans-
At any rate, final notices to the contractors were
issued, and they were told to present their bids again,
with alternates, at a joint meeting of the Fiscal Court
and Board of Education in Jamestown January 8, 1952-5
That move, however, proved to no avail, and The
Times Journal came out with a big negative and dis-
couraging headline in its issue of Jan- 10, 1952:
COURT REJECTS ALL BIDS PLANS
WILL BE ADVERTISED AGAIN
The sub-head stated that the Fiscal Court would
open a second group of bids February 5- The J- F- Pace
Company of Marrowbone, whose representative had ob-
jected so strenously to the method taken for the alter-
nates, was probably responsible for the Fiscal Court's
decision to re-open the whole thing, according to the
Russell County News-6
Issues of both The Times Journal and Russell Coun-
ty News February 7, 1952, brought the good news. Thi
Times Journal had a banner headline that day:
S C H O O L C O N T R A C T I S L E T
And two large sub-heads, one three-columns thi
other two, further related the momentous happening:
5 Russell County News, January 3, 1952-
6op. cit., January 17, 1952-
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MARROWBONE, KENTUCKY COMPANY
IS SUCCESSFUL BIDDER TUESDAY
The Work May Start Last of March
If All's Well, Superintendent Says
Everyone was jubilant except thosei of course, who
had opposed, and they were many—still to be reckoned
with too, in no uncertain terms- The Times Journal
story had this to say:
"A dream has come true- It might be called more
than a dream—an obsession perhaps for County Super-
intendent of Schools John M- Wilson and three mem-
bers of the Fiscal Court-
"The dream or obsession is the new central high
school, to be located between here and Jamestown, and
Tuesday a contract was awarded for it after months of
great effort on the part of many individuals in Russell
County-
Awarded Cumberland Co. Concern
"The contract was awarded a neighboring county
concern—the Pace Construction Company of Marrow-
bone—on the basis of a $257,500 bid- Two times pre-
viously, bids have been received and opened but each
time there was failure due to the fact that base bids
of contractors were too high for the Board of Educa-
tion's outlay of funds- Three other concerns submitted
bids last Tuesday- They were: Keith Lumber Company,
Manchester, whose bid was some over $258,000; Short
Construction Company, Lexington, bid slightly over
$260,000, and a company from Science Hill was several
thousand dollars higher than the other three . - •
Building 102 x 104
"Pace's bid of $257,500 will give Russell County
a high school comparable, in most respects, to original
plans of the architects, Meriwether, Marye and Associ-
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ates, Lexington. The 102 x 104 ranch style building will
have eight large classrooms, a very large study hall
and library combined, principal's office, indoor toilets
and gymnasium • • •
"Concerning money for all this, a bond issue of
$210,000 will be floated by W- C- Thornbury (Sic) and
Company, Cincinnati, as soon as possible • • •
"The bond issue of $210,000, making this great proj-
ect possible, will not increase taxes of Russell County's
people one iota. That is simply because the issue has
been basd on our present assessment of property and
tax rate of $1-50 • • •
Johnson Makes Motion
"Motion for a resolution to authorize the b o n d
issue was irade Tuesday by Magistrate Otha Johnson,
J a b e z , and seconded by Magistrate Lennie Blakey,
Moore's Schoolhouse- Both of these men voted yes for
the resolution, as well as did Magistrate Cameron Mann
of near Creelsboro- The first magistrate, Edd Cook,
Jamestown, failed to vote either yes or no on the reso-
lution. AH magistrates, however, voted yes when it came
to awarding the contract to the Pace Construction Co-
"The Fiscal Court is required to pass on these
measures because it will act as a holding company until
the bond issue is retired in twenty years. That is, the
Fiscal Court holds a deed to the central school, which
stands good for the bonds, and after the issue is paid
the court will deed the school back to the County
Board of Education . . . "
T h e objection of Pace's representative evidently
was well founded because, in the end, the contract was
awarded to his company. The main thing now was to
get the bonds sold so Pace and Company could go to
work, but that was going to require longer than planned-
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Spring was to pass and most of the summer before con-
struction began-
(In all of the news stories up to February 7, 1952,
mention was made that the County Board of Education
was holding $270,000 for building purposes, and the
proposed bond issue was referred to at the figure of
$225,000- Neither of these was true, but I quoted them
in prior pages of this treatise because I was quoting
verbatim from the old files-
(I don't now know what caused the mistakes- I
am aware though, that in the hustle and bustle of news
gathering reporters often make many blunders- Too.
Supt. Wilson could have been so sure of the $270,000
that he just casually remarked to the reporter that
"we've already got it-" He said only recently that he
couldn't remember why the Fiscal Court sliced off
$15,000 from the amount agreed on originally, Septem-
ber 1, 1951"
(At any rate, the $270,000 was part of the bond
issue itself- And, as it turned out, the bond issue never
materialized at $225,000 either- For, in the end, the
Fiscal Court finally made it $210,000, and that's the
figure it remained at throughout all the proceedings-
The school board had saved about $60,000 in the build-
ing fund and putting that with the 210,000 Wilson could
very correctly come up with a figure of $270,000.
(This dedicated educator was just so anxious about
the matter that he perhaps was a little prone to count
the chickens before they hatched-
(And what of the $143,000 federal money? Some-
where along the line, negotiations bogged down in the
mire of red tape, and the whole thing was chucked
^Interview, with J- M- Wilson, June 11, 1962-
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—completely forgotten- The newspapers n e v e r even
mentioned that fact, according to the editors, for fear
of alarming the people, and so they just took what they
had—content to do the best they could with it. Most
Russell County citizens today are unaware that the fed-
eral mony was never received, but one of the editors
said recently that he felt that the newspapers were,
at least, justified in this one ease of assuming "what
the people didn't know wouldn't hurt them-")
Anyway, they had a Fiscal Court that had agreed
to put up $210,000 of Russell County bonds for a school,
and they had a contractor who had agreed to erect the
building for $257,500-
The bonds, however, had not been sold!
And there were certain human elements in Russell
County at the time who were dedicated to seeing that
the bonds did not sell, or at least to forestall the sale
as long as possible-8
It was a long and hard winter, but Supt- Wilson was
able to keep plenty warm by the feverish activity ad-
vertently thrust upon him through awarding of the con-
tract- Not a week passed that he didn't visit the County
Judge's office to request the judge's signature to vari-
ous legal papers concerning the bond issue. And just
as surely as he visited the office he went away without
that signature-
The official stalled at every beck and turn with
one excuse after another-
"I want everything legal - - - everything's got to be
legal,"9 he said-
8The Times Journal, February 28, 1952-
9The Times Journal, February 28, 1952.
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The numerous delays even caused the date on the
bonds to be changed from December 1, 1951, to April 1.
1952, and also changed the date on the rental contract
clause of the bonds from August 1, 1953 to April 1,
1954-10
Spring was now full-blown- In a meeting, May 6,
of the Fisea! Court three resolutions were passed that
required the judge's signature- Two of the resolutions
concerned the minor changes that had to do with the
dates of the bonds, and the third one merely called for
approving W- C- Thornburgh and Company as bidder
and seller ol the bonds.
When the court adjourned it became Wilson's job,
as usual, to obtain the signatures. And also, as usual,
he began his daily rounds at the courthouse, but in
keeping with the past record relative to signing docu-
ments concerning the school, the judge was able to put
the superintendent off from day to day. The cat and
mouse game went on for exactly 17 days, and then on
May 23, the judge "as nice as pie" as if nothing at all
had ever happened took pen in hand and signed with-
out further adieu, commenting:
"I had to be sure everything was legal-"n
The damage had been done, however. And Supt-
Wilson informed a reporter for The Times Journal, via
telephone from Somerset where he was attending a
meeting, that the W. C- Thornburgh Company was try-
ing to back out of the deal- He told the reporter that if
that happened it would indeed be a catastrophe because
that company, he related, had given them the best bid
JORusselJ County News, March 7, 1952-
HThe Times Journal, May 29, 1952-
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they could hope for—a bid with rates of interest of
only 3Vi and 3 1/2 per cent interest-12
The Times Journal, issue of May 29, 1952, came
forth with another sad head line, three columns in 48
point Century Italics:
JUDGE SIGNS RESOLUTIONS
BUT BOND COMPANY BALKS
The story stated that there was indication that the
bonding company's wish to withdraw had been brought
on by the long delay in getting the resolutions signed
Quotations, verbatim, from the story follow:
"Judge Holt's reluctance in signing sooner, he said,
was for the protection of himself, his own bondsmen
and the county from liability.
" 'I wanted everything legal, and I had to have as-
surance of that fact before I did sign,' he related Tues-
day-
"Therefore, he did not give his signature Friday,
until he had in his possession a letter from the Attor-
ney General's office that stated everything was legal-
and that it was his administrative duty to do so-
"Judge Holt also required the County Board of
Education to m a k e a notarized document stipulating
that there v/as enough money in the building and gen-
eral funds to finish out the cost of the school after the
$210,000 bond money had been exhausted-
"Another document required by the judge before
signing was a statement from the law firm of Skaggs,
Hays and Fahey, Louisville, who represent the bonding
company, that the county would not be liable for any
indebtedness owing them resulting from legal opinions
concerning the school-
12T. J-, May 29, 1952-
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"County Superintendent Wilson and all members of
the Board oil Education were well pleased with the bid
of the Thornburgh Company. Its rates of interest were
only 3Vi and 3 1/2 per cent-
"It has been considered doubtful by several quar-
ters that as good a low interest bid as Thornburgh's
could be had again, should the present one be with-
drawn.
"The l e g a l i t y of the withdrawal is now being
discussed by the bonding firm's attorneys, Skaggs, Hays
and Fahey-
" 'What Thornburgh ultimately does will depend
largely on advice given by the lav/yers,' said Mr- Wilson-
"And he inferred if the bids were withdrawn the
bonds would have to be readvertised, and taken over
by another bonding company."
All through the month of June 1952, there was
continued haggling over the signing of various instru-
ments, and true to their threat W- C- Thornburgh and
Co. did withdraw their bid. Whether it was done legally
or not, still remains a question, but Thornburgh's ma-
nuever cost the county an extra $3,000. For finally, aft-r
many more contacts, local officials persuaded the com-
pany to reinstate the bid at $3,000 higher-^
Now, all that remained undone before the county
received Thornburgh's check as purchaser of the bonds
was to get each one of them signed by the judge-
The first day of July dawned bright and hot. Con-
versations during the long, humid afternoons on street
corners in Russell Springs and Jamestown more than
likely never ended unless the favorite topic of the day
Russell County's school cystem—was explored in all
of its complexities • • • complexities that had certainly
i3The Times Journal, June 25, 1952.
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been made no less by the controversial bond issue-
"We'll never get the money on them bonds-"
"The judge will never sign them-"
"We'll get a central school . . . in about twenty
years from now."
Those were typical comments as the bonds them-
selves now awaited the judge's signature-
And in the stifling hot of the summer days, Supt-
Wilson and the Board of Education were given no relief
when word came from the bonding company that their
patience was wearing thin.
Thursday, July 3, 1952, a representative of the firm
even brought the bonds from Cincinnati to obtain the
signature, but he returned to Ohio without it- And this
brought another letter—a real stinging one—from W- C-
Thornburgh. The letter stated that the "bonds must be
signed and in our office by July 11. Otherwise, consider
the entire matter closed-"1''
That was it- Something had to be done—and quick-
ly- Several influential citizens were contacted whom it
was felt might have some influence on the judge- Still
the long wait continued, and interested Russell Coun-
tians momentarily forgot about their cherished desir-
for a central high school as thoughts traveled backward
in history to the signing of one of the world's most im-
portant documents—the Declaration of Independence—
and so. in that manner, they celebrated July 4, 1952-
July 5, turned thoughts again to the present, and
the signing of instruments—the bonds—that would get
them a central school- July 6, and 7, were to pass, and
July 8, 1952, was to become a day rivaling the 4th in thr
minds of numerous Russell Countians-
"Letter. W- C Thornbur?h & Co-, Cinn-, July 1952
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Advised that it was his administrative duty to do
so, the judge signed all the bonds on Tuesday, July 8,
and they were mailed to W. C Thornburgh Co., Cincin-
nati, Ohio-
The Russell County News reported in its headlines,
July 10, 1952:
SCHOOL BONDS SIGNED AND
M A I L E D TO TRUST COMPANY
Everything Now Readied and Materials
Allotted; Pace Hopes to Start by 21st
"A great sigh of relief was breathed," the story
began, "by the many Russell Countians interested in
the central high school, which will be built between
here and Russell Springs, when it was learned Tuesday
that County Judge Veston Holt had finally signed the
last of $210,000 worth of revenue bonds which will be
used to finance the project-"
The Times Journal said:
"Tuesday's last signing on the part of the judge
thus ends a drama of months, durings which time many
interested people felt that Russell County would surely
lose the proposed central high school-
Glad But Tired
"County Superintendent John M- Wilson said today
that as far as was known nothing else stood in the way
of the school- He explained that the Federal Govern-
ment had already allotted critical materials such as
steel for its construction.
" 'I am very glad the ordeal is over,' said Wilson,
'but it has taken so long that I'm too weak right now
to rejoice over it-'
"Wilson explained that he expected a check from
W- C- Thornburgh and Company would be in the hands
of Lester Bernard, school board treasurer, by next week-
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Fred F- Pace, president of the Pace Construction Com-
pany, Marrowbone, the company that was awarded the
contract for construction of the building, had hoped to
start work by July 15, however, due to finishing a job
in Danville, they probably won't get started before July
21, Wilson said Pace informed him recently.
No Classes Next Year
"Pace's contract calls for 300 calendar days to
finish the job. Thus, there now is no chance to have
classes in the new building during the 1952-53 school
year- The next year though, classes will start
"It was the fond hope of the County Board of Edu-
cation and hundreds of patrons for t h e school to be
ready for use during the coming year, but the long de-
lays in getting all necessary papers signed were describ-
ed as having quashed that hope weeks ago-''
IV
DELAYS AND A BEGINNING
True to form, the construction did not b e g i n on
July 21, but The Times Journal editors were elated to
run a big, multiple column headline in the i s s u e of
August 7, 1952, that work had started the previous Mon-
day, August 4. The headline stated:
CONSTRUCTION OF CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL
WAS BEGUN LAST MONDAY IN COUNTY
And a 24-point double column sub-head related on
the expectation of finishing the project as follows:
Will Be Finished By March Or April
Of Next Year Contractor Says
"As several score interested people looked on, a
mammoth dirt moving machine of the Pace Construction
Company, scooped up the first load of dirt at the site
where the new gymnasium will stand," the story dra-
matically informed the people. "Then as the machine
criss-crossed back and forth, and around and around,
doing the work of a hundred men, spectators were soon
furnished a preview of what the foundation would be
like • • •
"According to J- F- Pace, president of the construc-
tion company, excavation will continue until week after
next, and then they will start pouring concrete for the
foundation. Brick laying and other stone masonry is
expected to be commenced in about 30 days, or around
Septmber 15 . • •
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"Tuesday, a jubilant Board of Education, along with
25 or 30 other spectators gathered at the site to observe
the work in progress and have pictures snapped • • •
"As the giant scoop cut into the firm clay earth,
Lilburn Voils, a member of the school board, exclaimed:
" 'That doesn't look like a swamp to me!'
"Voils was referring to the fact that a small num-
ber of people in the county sometime ago had expressed
opposition to the school on the theory that the site was
swampy-
"Gazing about, all spectators were in accord with
the board member that no swampy ground was there,
and several echoed the contention that it was indeed,
a lovley site for a school • • •
"The school has been made possible by a bond is-
sue of $210,000 which was based on the present tax
rate and assessment, thereby blocking any chance of
taxes being raised in the future on account of it- The
bonds, which were set to mature in twenty years, had
to be passed on favorably by the Fiscal Court—the mag-
istrates and county judge—before they could be sold
This was done with three members of the court voting
favorably and one dissenting; but then when it came
time for the county judge to sign necessary papers to
bring the school into being a difference of opinion re-
sulted which caused the building to be held up fcr
months-
"Ultimately the bonding company withdrew its bi'.
and many people in this area felt the central school had
fallen through. The bonds were re-advertised and ironi-
cally enough the same bonding house—W- C Thoin-
burgh and Co., Cincinnati—bid them in again. Then a
few weeks ago, after he was satisfied 'everything was
legal" Judge Holt signed all the necessary papers and
the building was cinched • • .
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"If the decision of the Court could have been abided
by. construction on the school would have been started
months ago, and classes would have been held in it
during the coming school term • • •
"Pace said he hoped to finish construction by March
or April 1953- If it comes to it though, the contractor
has a maximum of 300 days to do the work in."
The editor and publisher of The Times Journal was
indeed proud of his newspaper's role in finally getting
construction of the central high school underway- There
had been many dark days, he said, but all articles had
been planned purposely to set the stage psychologically
in order that the people would ultimately demand the
central school improvement.
Throughout the entire issue every favorable utter-
ance on the part of anyone who could be of any help
was clasped at once and nailed down in the columns
for public scrutiny.
The editor f e l t , and the superintendent was in
agreement, that if an important person was quoted in
the paper as being in favor of a certain measure then
that person couldn't very well back d o w n later and
change his viewpoint- Fiscal Court members were re-
peatedly put on the "spot," and as a teacher, Joe E-
Irwin, one of the strongest advocants for the school,
said here recently:
"Once the Fiscal Court as much as hinted that they
were favorable toward something about the school it
was publicized so widely in the papers that they could
not afford to change their minds even if they wanted
to."i
ilnterviow with Joe Irwin, June 1962-
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Stand Against Judge Clarified
The county judge, however, was not accorded good
publicity in The Times Journal- There were caustic
references to him throughout, and the editor says today
that was done because "he was against the school," and
nothing that could h a v e been w r i 11 e n could have
changed him-
An ediiorial in The Times Journal August 14, 1952,
should be quoted at this point to fully illustrate how
the newspaper viewed the judge and his actions. It was
entitled:
WAS JUDGE HOLT FOR OR
AGAINST CENTRAL HIGH?
"Now that construction on the central high school
has begun the subject of this editorial has become a
paramount question- Russell County Judge Veston Holt
has repeatedly told the people, whom he is supposed to
serve, that he was for a central high school all the time-
He further states that had the Board of Education lis-
tened to him the school would have been started long
ago-
"We believe however, the truth of the whole thing
is that Judge Holt was against the central high school
from the very beginning and his cry that he didn't sign
necessary papers because 'they were not legal' was just
an excuse to delay the school as long as possible.
"W- C- Thornburgh and Company of Cincinnati bid
the bonds in for the central high school and we are of
the opinion they knew what they were doing. We do not
believe a reputable company such as Thornburgh's would
take a chance on $210,000 w o r t h of school bonds if
there was even an inkling that the procedure was il-
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legal. Judge Holt though, himself not a lawyer, assumed
the proposition that Thornburgh's battery of counsel
didn't know what they were doing and bucked everybody
—and by doing so the school has been delayed, at least
a year-
"After the judge bickered and spluttered around
for months we all finally thought that Thornburgh's bi:'.
had baen accepted- There was one bunch of papers how-
ever, yet to sign and Judge Holt typically reneged.
Thornburgh withdrew the bid and we felt that certainly
that was the end. But it wasn't Superintendent J- M
Wilson, members of the Board of Education and three
members of the Fiscal Court, at once, started a move-
ment to have the bonds re-advertised and sold again.
"Thornburgh once more bid on them and was suc-
cessful, but the bid was $3,000 higher the second time-
The Fiscal Court moreover, accepted the figures, and as
Otha Johnson, one of the Fiscal Court members said,
'We did so because I felt if we delayed any longer they
would go up again'
"Even after the court agreed to the bond issue by
a vote of 3 to 1—Otha Johnson, Lennie Blakey and Cam-
eron Mann voting 'yes' and Edd Cook voting 'no' Judge
Holt would not sign the papers-
" 'It's not legal,' he said-
"Attorney for the school board, Lilburn Phelps,
prevailed upon the judge to sign the papers- Judge
Holt was adamant, however.
"He told a reporter for The Times Journal, 'I've
been advised not to sign, and I'm not going to until
they fix everything up like I told them to.'
"The Times Journal reporter, however, remained in
the dark. He could not understand what the judge fig-
ured was illegal, and he was reluctant to say anything
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in the judge's office for fear of being thrown out or
else put in jail for 'contempt'
"Ultimately, talk began making the rounds that the
county judge had to abide by the wishes of Fiscal Court-
It was said that a writ of mandamus could be brought
to force the official to sign the papers or vacate his
office-
"Judge Holt informed Lilburn Phelps and Superin-
tendent Wilson that he was going to sign- But it took
him two days to do it. He signed part of the papers one
day but he didn't finish them until the next. He had
told Supt- Wilson though, that he would sign them all
on the day he commenced- That one fact leads us to
believe that Judge Holt put the matter of signing all
papers, to bring the central high school into being, off
just as long as he possibly could.
"Why was Veston Holt against the central high
school? The main reason, we say, is because one promi-
nent Jamestown businessman told him to be. This man
—and if it comes to it we can name him—has never
learned the principle of good neighborliness. He clings
to Civil War principles—jealousy of one section over
another, and so he was against the school because it is
a few hundred yards closer to Russell Springs than
where he lives- He is the type of person who has not
yet learned that we have to live in what the great Re-
publican, Wendell Wilkie, called 'One World,' and that
Russell Springs and Jamestown are only hamlets on the
face of this earth.
"It would have been very acceptable to us if the
central high school could have been situated at a point
exactly between the towns- Naturally, that was impos-
sible, and after the site was selected the editor of this
newspaper became wholeheartedly for it- We did so
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because that was the only good civic principle to pursue-
We might add too, that we graduated from Jamestown
high school in 1937, and that J. M- Wilson, the present
superintendent of schools, was principal there in our
freshman year.
"In traversing this great state of ours we observe
fine high schools in every county we enter- How any-
body could be against a modern school in this county—
regardless of the particular situation is beyond us-
"We are quite sure that those few who have so open-
ly proclaimed themselves against progress will be ap-
propriately reminded of it—and especially, if they should
seek office again."
August 21, 1952, was to be the last time that the
newspapers reported on the opening of high schools in
the old buildings at Russell Springs and Jamestown-
The next year the opening report, relative to the old
buildings, was to concern grades, one through eight
only, while the news about the h i g h e r grades, nine
through twelve—known as high school—was to tell that
they were in a new, centrally located, consolidated con-
struction.
"Bursting At Seams," a small sub-head in the mid-
dle of the Russell County News' article of August 21.
stated. It continued:
"Students had good reason to gripe at overcrowded
conditions here and at Russell Springs, for in these two
schools alone approximately 1,200 are now enrolled- It
was estimated that there are 650 at Russell Springs,
and 550 at Jamestown. An estimated 1,600 are attending
50 rural schools—many of them one-room, one-teacher
affairs- Only two—Polston Ridge and Manntown—had
not begun by Wednesday, and the doors to these two
schools are expected to open within the next week or
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ten days- Unalterable conditions have prevented them
from opening at this time.
No Relief This Year
"As school opens work on the new central high
school, between here and Russell Springs, is in progress,
having begun just a few days ago. But as good as it is
to see this operation now taking place, it cannot relieve
the situation this year- For construction was started
too late for any hope to be entertained that classes
might be held there this year . . . "
In the wake of good news that construction was
progressing fine at Central, the Russell County News
was to present a shameful report on October 2, 1952,
as follows:
SCHOOLS TO GET $33 000 LESS
EQUALIZATION MONEY THIS YEAR
A 24-point sub-head in The Times Journal of the
same date gave a reason for the loss:
Poor Assessment Ratio Called Reason;
Get Under $50,000 Total This Year
A few days later, both papers reported that the
school term in Russell County would be shortened to
8Vi months- That would indeed be a sorry kick-off for
Russell County High—the official name finally given
the new school—whose initial opening was scheduled for
the 1953-54 term, which was to make history as the
"short term"2
The Times Journal and Russell County News seethed
with fury- Editors of the papers displayed no patiene
whatsoever w i t h low assessments, and officials who
would tolerate them- Thus, editorials during the ne t
2The Times J o u r n a l and RusseU County News.
October 16, 1952.
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few months were on the bitter side, but to the point
The editors reasoned that consolidation—and all other
progressive measures, for that matter—would come to
a standstill unless assessments ir> Russell County were
raised to decent figures, in the neighborhood of one-
third of property worth.
The question was: What shall we do?
The Times Journal, dated December 4, 1952, had
some suggestions. Editorially, the newspaper stated in
part:
" • • • unless the assessment ratio is brought back to
the 1948 level we will continue to fail in getting our full
share of state equalization money next year. • . the
next . . . the next, and on and on-
"The question is—can anything be done to keep
from continually suffering this crippling loss, year after
year? The answer is, 'yes, something can be done-'
There are three ways such a continuing loss can be
avoided- They are:
"First, we can follow the State Department of Rev-
enue's suggestion to the county judge- They advise a
blanket raise of the assessment on all properties in the
county- But you all know, as well as we, that a large
number of our people are already assessing their prop-
erties well above the county average, and it would not
be fair to raise these people along with those other peo-
ple who are now assessing their properties far too low
—if perchance, they are assessing them at all.
"We are informed by people who are in position to
know that there are numerous pieces of valuable prop-
erty in the county that never have been assessed for
taxes-
"Second, the State Department of Revenue has a
standing offer to any county, that will extend an invita-
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tion, to come in and help officials work all such mat-
ters out- The department will send a team of specialists
into a county to work with the county tax commissioner
and help him arrive at a fair and equalized assessment
of all properties in the county- There is no charge for
this service—but the specialists must be invited by the
Fiscal Couit-
"Third, the county tax commissioner, of his own
accord, can make a complete list of all properties in
the county, and he can set a fair assessment value on
each one- Of course, an assessment by the tax commis-
sioner is subject to a review by the board of supervisors
who are appointed each year by the county judge, and
they may or may not agree with what the commissioner
terms as a fair assessment.
"The 64 dollar question is: Will the commissioner
make this complete list, covering every piece of prop-
erty in the county, and will he set a fair evaluation on
each one, and if he does, will the county judge appoint
a board of supervisors who will back the tax commis-
sioner?
"Let's hope that one of the last two methods is
taken. Either one would be good, and would insure that
each of us pays his fair share of the expenses toward
giving our children the best educational advantages that
are possible for a poor county like Russell to give."
Many editorials followed that one, and though they
didn't get the job done overnight as the editors expect-
ed, their worth was noticeable- The 8V4 month school
term rah its course, nevertheless, assessments, as listed
in the tax commissioner's office were getting better,
month by month, and near the end of the 1952-53 school
year, the editor of The Times Journal was led to hit
upon a nostalgic note with a little editorial addressed
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to the last graduates of the old schools, which was en-
titled, "A Milestone In Education-"
"Congratulations to 34 seniors at Russell Springs
High and 27 at Jamestown," the editorial began, "who
are scheduled to receive diplomas of graduation this
week.
"The classes this year are the last ones that wi!1
emerge under the present educational system in Russell
County- Next year Russell Springs and Jamestown will be
united as cne in the new Central High School-
"But to grads this year, yours is a singular, dis-
tinct honoi. In the years to come, you can look back
and pleasantly meditate the fact that you were the last
to matriculate in the 'old schools,' just as next year's
group wiU make history by becoming the first class
under the new regime-
"In 1937, we had the distinction of being among
the last bunch of graduates to go out from an 'old
school'—when both Russell Springs and Jamestown
High Schools were in wooden buildings. We felt then,
as we feel now, that we were part of a passing era-
We knew that classes coming after ours would have
a better thing of it, because we could foresee progress
in the future, and we were glad.
"Members of today's classes probably feel similarly-
No doubt, they see modernism beginning to triumph in
Russell County- Feelings they have indicated in the
columns of this newspaper, that they want just as good
a school system here as in any other place in the land
are proof again that school boys and girls of today are
becoming better educated—and that trend will con-
tinue if proper support is giver, qualified persons ad-
ministering education needs.
"So again, to the classes of 1953, may we say—con-
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gratulations on a job well done- May you continue to
flourish in the training of your minds . . . may you
ever cherish e broad outlook on life."3
The idea for better assessments was not contained
in the editorial pages alone- The people were having
mass meetings, and the whole atmosphere in Russell
County presented a sort of prelude for better things
to come. Not only were these meetings being held in
Russell County, they were going on all over the state
as if in preparation for the forthcoming Kentucky Leg-
islature-
The Russell County News stated April 16, 1953,
"What is gained at these get-togethers will be incorpo-
rated into a master report and handed over to a legis-
lative commission that will encourage lawmakers to
follow the suggestions to provide for a better overall
school system in this state."
Editorially, The Times Journal, on April 16, 1953,
joined in to state:
"Realizing that Kentucky is jnst about 48th in every
thing educationally, the commission, headed by Lt- Gov-
ernor Emerson Beauchamp, was organized several weeks
ago- It is the first time, in our estimation, that a really
constructive movement in education's behalf, with in-
terested citizens themselves working at it, has been
started in our state, and if nothing goes amiss, Gover-
nor Wetherby, Lt- Governor Beauchamp, Supt- of Pub-
lic Instruction Butler and others foresee great changes
and improvements in the schools following the next
congress of the Kentucky Legislature."
The newspapers, according t<; the editors, were not
concerned merely with the Equalization Fund, although
3The Times Journal, April 9, 1953.
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it was important at the time- They were more concerned
with further consolidation, to doing away with 90 per
cent of the old, outmoded one and two-room country
schools. They foresaw in such a move an answer to
many of the local system's ills, but they were well aware
that nothing much progressive could be hoped for with
an assessment ratio of only 21 per cent as it was in
1952.
That was exactly the trouble. In alloting the Equali-
zation Fund the state used 1948 as the base year to
figure from- At that time, the state average ratio was
35 per cent, thus, each year the county fell below that
figure it lost money.4
That was the shape of things as a state-wide Mini-
mum Foundation Program loomed in the not too distant
future- The assessment ratio in Russell County had to
be upped—one way or another.
The Times Journal lashed out further April 16,
1953:
" . . . the one grim truth of the matter, it seems,
is that a certain group of important property holders
will a b s o l u t e l y not give in their assessments high
enough, while, on the other hand, a majority of smaller
landlords evidently has presented good lists • • •
"But isn't it reasonable that we all could list our
properties at 35 per cent of their actual worth? Plenty
of Russell Countians go beyond that It's the slackers
who bring the average down . . . "
In small counties, like Russell, where wealth always
has been scarce, one of the quickest ways on earth to
raise the ire of the average citizen is to suggest that he
4RusseII County News, April 16, 1953-
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pay more taxes- To him, an assessment raise was just
another way of saying:
"You've got to pay more taxes!"
And many of them didn't take into consideration
that perhaps their own assessments might be all right
. . . that it was others that needed raising . . . or what
a better assessment w o u l d mean to them in better
schools, higher paid teachers—a complete renovation
of the entire system- Neither did they ponder that the
move would pave" the way for a Minimum Foundation
Program-
April 1953 passed from the scene. So did May .
June and July- The central high school construction was
nearing its finishing point. Minor details had to be at
tended to, but the opening date was set for August 17.5
(Russell County's schools have traditionally begun earl-
ier than most others in the Commonwealth, and have
also dismissed for summer vacation earlier).
There would be a delay though, the first year. All
minor details—if they could be called that—were nut
worked out by August 17, and so the issue of the Rus.
sell County News, August 13, 1953, carried this head,
line:
NEW HIGH SCHOOL'S
OPENING IS DELAYED
"The change in schedule was brought about due to
the fact that the lunchroom at Central is not yet com-
pleted. Completion has been unavoidably delayed be-
cause delivery of certain materials for the lunchroom
were held up," the story said-
Central's effect on the closing of certain rural
5The Times Journal, May 22, 1953.
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schools was noted in this portion of the article:
"According to an earlier announcement, there will
be no school at Pleasant Hill, Concord, Welfare, Esto,
and Moore's this year- Children from these districts will
be taken to Jamestown- The fifth, sixth, seventh and
eighth grade students of Wooldridge, along with the
eighth from Freedom, will also be taken to Jamestown
"There will be no school either, at Clear Spring,
French Valley, Grider, Font Hill and Tarter. Students
from these places will attend school at Russell Springs
"The schoolhouses, in a majority of the districts,
where there is to be no school this year were sold at
public auction several weeks ago The move was made
in order to rid the county of outmoded one and two-
room schools, which have proved very inadequate in the
past few years- The changeover was made possible
through the building of Central, thus allowing the rural
children to attend at Russell Springs and Jamestown
The system of school busses too, is an integral factor
in making the big change feasible-"
It is interesting to observe the first actual county,
wide school bus schedule as issued by Supt- Wilson and
published in the Russell County News, August 27, 1053
prior to the opening of schools Wednesday, September 2.
"Hobert Blair will make approximately the same
run as last year, except that he will turn just beyond
Combest school and come back via Salem and Russell
Springs—on to the new building-
"Luther Robertson will make the run which Johnn~
Whittle made last year.
"Herbert Holt will leave Happy Acre at 6:55 each
morning, come down Highway 80 to Fairview Church,
turn out McClendon Ridge and back to Russell Springs
to the new building, then he will go down the Old Co-
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lumbia Road to Grider School community and return
via Russell Springs to the new building.
"Theodore Voils will leave his home, go up High-
way 35 and out 80 to the Charlie Robertson crossroads,
then through Owenstown to Highway 35 at Webbs Cross
Roads, on up this highway to Poplar Grove road, out
this road and back to 35, on up to the Torch Ridge
road out to the top of the hill at Decatur- He will leave
there at 7:00 o'clock on his return- As he does so, he
will make the Oak Grove and Tarter side runs—on via
Russell Springs to the new building. Then he will make
the Blair's Schoolhouse run, r e t u r n i n g via Russell
Springs.
"Adrian Akers will make the run formerly made by
Omri Higginbotham- He will leave Almond Sullivan's
at 6:45, go to Bryan and back Hsle Highway to Bradley
school, then he will turn off and go via Hayes Chapel
and Liberty to the Sidney Holt crossroads, then up Hale
Highway via Russell Springs and the new building to
Jamestown.
"Johnny Radford will leave his home at 6:45, go
down Concord Ridge to the 'Rosum' Ridge road, out
this road one mile and back, then on to Pleasant Hill
and from there to Jamestown. Then he will go out
Moore's School way to the Acree Cross Roads, turn and
come back by Moore's up the creek to Hale Highway
and the Sidney Holt Cross Roads, then via Esto and
Jamestown on to the new building-
"Another bus will leave Jamestown at 6:45, and
go up Bernard Ridge through Clear Spring to Russell
Springs. From there down Highway 80 to Bethel Church
and back by Russell Springs and the new building to
Jamestown, picking up the Welfare children on his
way down.
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"A bus will leave Rock House Bottom at 7:00 o'clock
come by Creelsboro, Coffey's Grove. Sewellton and
Jamestown then on to the new building.
"Still another bus will leave Swan Pond school at
7:00, come out via Manntown, the Village and Sewell-
ton • • . make the Jamestown Dock run and back via
Jamestown to the new building."
Thus, consolidation was finally launched in Russell
County, and over 600 students reported for classes cr
that memorable first day, September 2, 1953-6 The area
was having its first taste of modern educational facili-
ties—and apparently liked it from the very beginning-
The local newspapers, however, were still ham-
mering away at mediocrity. The people were set to vote
November 3, 1953, on an amendment to the State Con-
stitution, which would vitally affect education.
The Times Journal now directed its editorial com-
ment in that direction- An editorial, entitled "One Room
And A Path,'1 appeared October 1, 1953, from which
the following is quoted:
"The stumbling block to any improvement in the
educational program of the state is the outdated and
outmoded Section 186 of the State Constitution. Ken-
tucky is the only state in the union encumbered by
such a restriction.
"This says, paraphrased into plain words, that 75
per cent of the state school fund must be distributed
on a census-pupil basis.
"Inequalities are created because this money has
to be sent into a district on the basis of school age
children • • • not on those who are actually attending
public schools.
6The Times Journal, August 27, 1953.
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"For example> the lowest district allotment is $40
per pupil actually in school, while the highest receives
$140- U n d e r Section 186, if the state appropriated
$10,000,000 more for the common school fund they
could increase the per pupil allotment in the needy
district to $55, but, under the restrictions of the present
186, they must also send $193 to the highest district-
The rich get richer and the poor get poorer at a ratio
of 3 to 1.
"With the amendment of Section 186 the state can
establish a foundation program (similar to that already
adopted in many states) which will enable all Ken-
tucky schools to reach an acceptable standard of edu-
cation and educational facilities for your children.
"Don't let Kentucky children suffer from a 'One
Room and a Path' education.
"Vote to amend Section 186 on November 3rd."
An editorial in The Times Journal October 15, 1953,
called attention to "What A Foundation Program Is"
"A Foundation Program establishes the level of
educational services and facilities which the state and
the local school districts together guarantee for every
child," the editorial began.
"The Foundation Program includes all essential
services and facilities- It is supported on a partnership
basis by the state and local school district (county)-
It is equitable to all taxpayers in supporting the guaran
teed level.
"Foundation Program services and facilities are
classified under four major head'ngs: Instructional serv-
ices, transportation services, operational services and
school plant facilities-
"All school districts which desire to do so, should
have the opportunity to provide services and facilities
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beyond those assured by the Foundation Program.
"Every child, regardless of residence, physical hand-
icaps, race, or the wealth of his parents or his school
district, should have adequate educational opportunities
"Great educational improvement has resulted in
other states from the adoption of Foundation Programs-
A greater Kentucky can only be built on a sound Foun-
dation Program of education-
"One way we can help get such a progrom started
is to vote 'yes' on November 3, to amend outmoded
Section 186 of our present Constitution- If this amend-
nznt passes every district in the state of Kentucky will
be guaranteed a minimum level, as far as schools are
concerned, because state funds will then be appropriated
evenly.
"In the name of justice, economy, efficiency, and
fairness to all, Section 186 must be amended"
The last issue of The Times Journal before the
November 3. election said, in big bold letters, that
"Scores Ask Passage Of Amendment 1."
"Thousands of Kentuckians, from all walks of life,
have gone on record during the last several days in
support of Amendment Number 1 - - - ," the article
began. These include scores of local people, represent-
ing practically every segment of Russell County, who
have affixed their names to a public record urgine ?
'yes' vote to the first amendment, which will appear
immediately on the right side of the ballot, Novembsr
3."7
The story went on to explain the amendment in
more detail, but a most interesting part of it was the
publication of hundreds of names who had go-e on
r-^ord publicly for it-
7The Times Journal, October 29, 1953
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It is my opinion that such publicity gave the amend-
ment a large assist, and I am glad to say here that it
passed in Russell County the nearest to a unanimous
vote of any issue that the people had ever been asked
to vote on-
State-wide, there was a fine endorsement also-
Education minded citizens of the Commonwealth—East,
West, North and South—had finally gotten together
once in complete unison. The way was now paved for
a Minimum Foundation Program. The sun was shining
brighter in old Kentucky • • • and especially in Russell
County-
The long fight to establish a centrally located high
school had consumed a major portion of Supt Wilson's
first 4-year contract, and as 1954 emerged on the hori-
zon he was led to give an accounting of the term.
In the February 11, 1954 issue of the Russell Coun-
ty News he thanked all for their cooperation, and said
that his one main ambition had been to give Russell
County children the very best in education that avail-
able money would buy.
"I refused a two-year contract offered me four
years ago because I did not believe two years would
be sufficient time for you to rightly determine my fit-
ness or unfitness as a Superintendent of Schools. And
now that my term is drawing to a close, I believe you
have had an opportunity to judge for yourselves wheth-
er or not the program I have tried to advance is what
you want for your children- This program in brief has
been:
"1. To use school money for school purposes only.
"2. To furnish free transportation to all our high
school and elementary students v/ho did not live within
a reasonable walking distance to school-
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"3- To give your children a first-class modern high
school. This is almost realized.
"4. To give the rural children the same advantages
of buildings and equipment, and the same quality teach-
ers, as are enjoyed by the children who live in town."
Then, in one sentence, he revealed sweeping chan-
ges that had been effected in the elimination of out-
moded rural schools and establishment of consolidation:
"There were 54 rural schools when I came—now
there are only 37. The children from these 17 schools
we have eliminated are now being transported to better
and warmer buildings."
April 15, 1954, The Times Journal carried its first
headline relative to graduation from a consolidated
high school in Russell County:
FIRST CENTRAL GRADS
GET DIPLOMAS TUESDAY
94 Students Make
Largest Class Yet
J>3
ESTABLISHING ELEMENTARY
CENTERS
After more than two years of work—both night
and day for some local citizens—a modern, central high
school had been erected, and its first class was poised
to graduate.
Now there were other things at hand. The Supreme
Court of the United States was to make a decision af-,
fecting every school district—even tiny Russell County
—in the land. A workable, Minimum Foundation Pro-
gram was in the making, and for Russell County to
realize full benefits from it, assessments were to be
raised- And there was to be more consolidation—on
the elementary level.
Russell County's 1952 assessment was only 5 million
dollars. It is most interesting, however, to observe that
it has progressed gradually each year from that date.
In the five-year period, from 1952 to 1957, the progres-
sion amounted to almost exactly one million dollars. It
will be noted also that 1952 to 1954 was the period
when Russell County's school system was undergoing
its first major change—consolidation—and when the
greatest amount of publicity was given to help bring
about that change.
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Here is the assessment tabulation, according to of-
ficial records:
1952 5,000,000
1957 6,000,000
1958 7,420,768
1959 7,687,057
1960 8,157,695
1961 8,748,433
1962 9,219,1591
As the assessment grew gradually, Russell County
was a s s u r e d maximum benefits from the Minimum
Foundation Program. Since the Program began working
in full force here in 1956, this county has never failed
to meet its local responsibility.2 The increased assess-
ment not only assured complete cooperation in the
Minimum Foundation, but it caused the future outlook
of expanded consolidation—-into the elementary field—
to become a rosy one- For with an excellent assessment,
the county's school revenue bonds were choice items-
When John M- Wilson retired July 1, 1958, an-
other superintendent was brought into the system who
has proven just as dedicated. It might be said that
Othello (Ted) Gaskin was as firmly resolved on getting
two large elementary centers consolidated in opposite
ends of the county as Wilson was in establishing Cen-
tral.
Gaskin had even begun work on the project before
taking office, and when it became known that he had
been selected by the Board of Education, further con-
solidation became a foregone conclusion with the people
of Russell County-
iFrom records of Tax Commissioner's office.
2lnterview, June 1962, Superintendent's office.
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In fact, the people here had observed so well the
wonder workings of the central high school that they
wanted more of the same—as quickly as they could get
it- And so, the idea was pushed along without fanfare
—and without much publicity, for that matter-
Purposes Of The New Schools
And Changes Wrought
The 1952 State Educational Survey made of Russell
County showed the need for a centrally located high
school (which we have already heard about) and two
elementary schools- The purpose of these schools was
to improve instruction, broaden the curriculum, and
also enrich the curriculum of Russell County's schools.
The two elementary centers were placed in operation
this school year, 1961-1962. Completion of the new
high school brought about the consolidation of the two
small high schools in the county and they were con-
verted to grade centers- The completion of the two
elementary schools caused the discontinuance of four-
teen one and two-room schools, and aided in the de-
crease of crowded conditions at the two old grade cen-
ters by about three hundred and forty- These elemen-
tary schools resulted in the consolidation of instruc-
tional materials, putting them to greater use for more
pupils. They also increased the value of instruction by
allowing advantage of specialized teachers- Transporta-
tion costs were reduced by means of shortening bus
routes due to central locations. A better health program
has been made possible now that it can be concentrated
in five schools rather than spread all over the county-
The administrators, supervisors, officers and attendance
personnel are rendering more efficient service to both
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the schools and public with the areas of concentration-!
Since Russell County's bonded indebtedness did not
exceed the 10 per cent statutory limitation (especially
due to the assessment raise), Supt- Gaskin and his
Board of Education in February 1960, approached a
friendly Fiscal Court with a request to issue bonds in
the amount of $365,000.00 (considerably more than Wil-
son's $210,C00) for construction of the centers.2
After the court's agreement to issue the bonds,
and necessary legal points, that required the usual
several months, were attended to, the court directed
County Court Clerk Kenneth W- Hadley to make proper
notification of the sale as follows:
NOTICE OF BOND SALE
The County of Russell, Kentucky will, until 10:00
A. M., Central Standard Time, on October 20, 1960, at
the regular meeting place of the Fiscal Court at James-
town, Kentucky, receive competitive sealed bids on
$365,000-00 of its County of Russell (Kentucky) School
Building Revenue Bonds, dated October 1, 1960, in the
denomination of $1,000-00, bearing interest from Octo-
ber 1, 1960, payable on April 1, 1961, and semi-annually
thereafter, numbered 1 through 365 in the order of their
maturity, maturing on April 1 in each of the years,
$12,000 in 1962-1963; $13,000 in 1964-1965; $14,000 in
1966-1967; $15,000 in 1968; $16,000 in 1969-1970; $17,-
000 in 1971; $18,000 in 1972; $19,000 in 1973; $20,000
in 1974; $21,000 in 1975; $22,000 in 1976-1977; $23,000
in 1978; $24,000 in 1979; $26,000 in 1980, and $27,000 in
1981, subject to prior redemption only in inverse nu-
merical order on any interest due date on or after
iBarnes' Financial Survey July 1961- Page 2-
2Interview with County Superintendent of Schools.
June 1962.
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April 1, 1965, upon terms of the face amount plus ac-
crued interest to the redemption date, plus additional
interest equal to 3% of the face amount if the stated
date of redemption is on or before October 1, 1970,
2% if redeemed thereafter and on or before October 1,
1975, and 1% if thereafter, payable principal and inter.
est at the First National Bank, Russell Springs, Ken-
tucky. Bids must not be less than the face amount plus
accrued interest, and bidders must name a coupon rate
or rates in multiples of VA of 1%, not to exceed 6%-
The required good-faith check is $7,300.00. The approv-
ing legal opinion is by Skaggs, Hays and Fahey, Louis-
ville, Kentucky. Bid forms and official terms and con-
ditions of sale of bonds, subject to both of which said
bonds are to be offered for sale, and additional infor-
mation regarding such bonds may be obtained from
Kenneth W- Hadley, County Court Clerk of Russell
County, or Charles A. Hinsch and Company, Inc., Fiscal
Agent, 1001 Fifth Third Bank Building, Cincinnati 2,
Ohio. (Signed) County of Russell, Kentucky, by Ken-
neth W. Hadley, County Court Clerk-2
In a quiet atmosphere, without pomp, splendor and
publicity (for the newspapers' role in bringing about
the elementary centers was quite nil, nevertheless, I
wish to bring the reader up to date). Superintendent
Gaskin and the Board of Education followed through in
securing the centers in this m a n n e r , according to
Barnes:
1- Proper financial statements were distributed, and
bonds handled by fiscal agent, Charles A. Hinsch and
Company, Incorporated, of Cincinnati.
2- Selected sites with the help and approval of
2Barnes' Financial Survey, July 1961. Pp. 5-6-
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State Division of Buildings and Grounds-
3. Employed an architect who drew a preliminary
plan for approval by the State Department of Instruc-
tion, a final plan of which was approved jointly by the
County Board of Education, after which the architect
drew permanent working plans which required the ap-
proval of (a) Division of Buildings and Grounds, acting
for the Superintendent of Public Instruction, (b) State
Board of Health, and (c) State Fire Marshal.
4. After all agencies approved plans, the Fiscal
Court determined a successful bidder, and again notified
the Division of Buildings and Grounds- That division
carried the contact to the Superintendent of Public
Instruction once more, and he gave final approval for
issuance of the bonds-
5- Bonds sold. Contract let and construction started-3
To further illustrate the smoothness of how Supt-
Gaskin and the Board of Education put over the elemen-
tary centers, regarding sites, purchases and other mat-
ters, Barnes states in his "Current Financial Survey
of Russell County Schools":
"Two tracts of land were purchased which joined
property already owned by the County Board of Educa-
tion; therefore, it was not necessary to purchase larje
tracts to get the required area for the buildings. Nine
and one-half acres were bought for the Salem School,
in the northern section, and six and eight-tenths acres
fcr the Union Chapel School, in the southern part-
"Total construction cost amounted to $365,000, sites
and equipment excluded- Union Chapel has 11 class-
rooms, a multi-purpose room, library, office space, a
storage room, toilet facilities, kitchen and furnace room.
3Barnes' Financial Survey, July 1961. Pp- 6-12-
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PROGRESS
(Photo Courtesy of The Times Journal)
VIEW OF UNION CHAPEL Elementary Center in the
southern part of Russell County-
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Exact location is at the intersection of Highway Ky 92
and Ky 379, making it very accessible- This school will
provide for approximately 390 students living in the
southern section of the county.
"Salem has 13 classrooms, a multi-purpose room,
library, office space, a storage room, toilet facilities,
kitchen, teachers' lounge, and furnace room. Located
at the intersection of Highways 286 and 132, it is most
accessible to children of the northern part, providing
for approximately 460 students in the area"4
Construction contractors for the buildings—Fain
and Johnson of Lexington—poured footings and did
other preliminary work in October I960- The jobs were
shut down during the winter, and commenced again in
early spring. They were completed for occupancy by
the middle of August 1961-
The $365,000 bid included lunchroom and kitchen
facilities- All other facilities and equipment were paid
for by Superintendent Gaskin and the Board of Educa-
tion from accrued local funds. It cost something over
$10,000 to equip the two elementary centers.
Phillips Electric Company of Monticello was sub-
contractor for the plumbing and wiring at a cost cf
$107,000, which was included in the original $365,000
bid-5
In all fairness and justice to Judge Veston Holt,
who was also serving when the elementary movement
b e g a n , it can be stated at this point that he gave
Supt Gaskin and the Board of Education his full and
complete cooperation—demonstrating in every way pos-
sible that he too was an education-minded Russell Coun.
4Barnes' Financial Survey, Page 13-
5Interview, County Superintendent of Schools, July 1962.
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IMPROVEMENT
(Photo Courtesy of The Times Journal )
SALEM ELEMENTARY Center in the northern section
of Russell County-
ty citizen, and 100 per cent for progress-
Other construction that has been completed or will
be soon under the superintendency of Mr. Gaskin in-
cludes:
1. A science wing added to Central at a cost of
$38,500, plus $11,000 worth of equipment, paid for from
savings that have accrued-
2. A vocational shop at Central that will have sever-
al offerings- Costing $19,256-00, money for it also came
from savings- It is due to be finished August 20, 1962.
3- A $120,000 addition to the Russell Springs Grad-
ed School which includes a lunchroom, principal's of-
fice, kitchen, storage room, new entrance, four new
classrocms, and extra-curricular room- This project, for
which $75,000 in bonds was issued, is set to be com-
menced September 1, 1962, and completed in 90 days.6
SMinutes, Russell County Board of Education (in
the files of the Board).
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COMPARISONS WITH
OTHER YEARS
Now, just what has been accomplished in Russell
County in the last twenty-five years? For instance, last
year we had a three-quarter million dollar school bud-
get as compared to less than two hundred thousand ten
years ago- The average high school teacher had several
hours above a bachelor's degree last year, while twenty-
five years ago she had less than 90 semester hours.1
But let's allow the following tables to tell the story
more wholly and dramatically:
1935.36 SCHOOL YEAR
Total Budget $52,277.09 Teachers
RSHS—11
JHS—11
Rural 1 & 2 Rooms—79
Tota: 101
School Term
1 & 2 Room Schools—7 mo- term
High S c h o o l s — 9 mo- term
College Training
79 Rural Teachers Had Average College Training of
49 sem. hrs-
iCounty Board of Education Records in Superin-
tendent's office- June 1937-June 1961-
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11 Russell Springs High School Teachers Had Average
College Training of 82 sem. hrs-
11 Jamestown High School Teachers Had Average Col-
lege Training of 92 sem. hrs.
Basic Salary
$5600 mo- plus 15c per college hr. plus $1-50 per
yr- experience (up to 5 yrs-)
63 one and two room schools at this time.2
1952-53 SCHOOL YEAR
Total Budget $193,922.90 Teachers
Russell Co- High 22
Elementary 90
Total 112
School Term
Elem- Centers & Rural 8 1/4
Russell County High 8 1/4
College Training
90 Elementary Teachers had average college training
of 82 sem- hrs-
22 Secondary Teachers had average college training
of __ 128 sem. hrs-
Basic Salary
$128.00 mo- plus 60c per college hr- plus $300 per
yr- experience (up to 5 yrs-)
48 one and two room schools remain.3
1961.62 SCHOOL TERM
Total Budget $730,000-00 Teachers
High School 29
Rural Teachers 12
Elementary 78
Total 119
2Records, Russell County Board of Education (in
the files of the Board, 1935-1936)-
3op- eft, 1952-1953-
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School Term
Elementary Stehools 9 1/4 mo-
High School 9 1/4 mo-
College Training
29 High School Teachers had average college training
of 135 sem- hrs
12 Rural Teachers had average college training of
122 sem- hrs-
78 Elementary Teachers had average college training
of 127 sem. hrs.
Basic Salary $403-00 per mo-
Operated 24 Reguar Busses
Traveled 241,91ft miles in school year
Total Enrollment — 2876 (High School & Elementary)
11 one and two room schools remain-4
^Records, County Board of Education, 1961-62-
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TRANSPORTATION 1950-1962
By 1962, over 1900 Russell County students were
riding busses free of charge to and from schools- But
in 1950, there were only 400 students going by bus,
and they were paying their own bills at $1.25 per week!
Here is the breakdown from 1950, with the average bus
carrying a few over 80 students:
Year
1950
1951-52
1952-53
195354
1954-55
1955-56
1956-57
1957-58
1958-59
1959-60
1960-61
1961-62
No. of Busses
5
7
9
11
13
15
17
18
18
20
21
245
5Records, Russell County Board of Education (in
the files of the Board, 1950-1962).
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VIEW AT CENTRAL
(Photo Courtesy of The Times Journal )
BUSSES at Russell County High (Central) awaiting
dismissal of classes. Twenty-four of these carriers now
traverse the county in all directions as compared in 1950
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VII
CONCLUSION
There will never be a finis written to growth of
the Russell County School System- There have been
great strides for betterment in the last twenty five
years—especially during the last half of those twenty
five—but even greater steps, perhaps, must be under-
taken in the future-
When I graduated from high school in 1937, I
thought then that about all had been invented and uis-
covered that could be- After all, what else was there
in the world?
Looking back now, I can see that 1937 was very
ancient. And I suspect that students of 1987 will feei
very much the same about 1962. So, there will be much
new learning to be absorbed in the next quarter cen-
tury-
Knowledge will double _ • • triple • • • quadruple —
the Lord only knows to what extent. And that will hap-
pen in Russell County—just the same as anywheie eise-
Thus, expansion must always be on the move- There
can never be a standstill-
We have several problems facing us right now- A
major one is that of providing proper vocational train-
ing to prevent drop-outs and possible wards of the state.
Superintendent Gaskin realizes that also, and h.s
present $19,256-00 vocational shop program is a step in
the direction of solving it. That facility and scores upon
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scores of other facilities will be needed for modern
education as the years go by-
Another problem, as I see it, facing Russell County
educationally, is an isolated area—known as the Jabez-
Cave Springs community—which has been cut off from
the rest of the county by Lake Cumberland- There are
approximately 60 children of school age in this com-
munity, and presently we pay an adjoining county to
provide facilities for them- Though there is a possibili-
ty that this portion of Russell County will be given to
another, nevertheless, a real dilemma is posed here,
and something definite should certainly be done to
remedy the situation soon-
Last, is a problem common to many rural sections
in the Commonwealth. And that is the fact that Russell
County is losing its young people to areas that apparent-
ly have more to offer- The loss of youth is disastrous—
not only to people from the standpoint of old age—but
it is a sure way to kill a community gradually.
We cannot afford the slow death of lost youth. We
cannot progress without talent • • • without aggressive-
ness, which is surely youth in essence.
I feel that the newspapers have been a real force
for good in this communty- And I hope that one of their
paramount objectives for the future will be a dedica-
tion toward the uplifting of our young people - -
toward educating them and keeping them at home-
And this can be done, I believe, in only one way—
through our school system - - - with uncompromising
devotion to it.
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